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Close-Ups
How do designers bring artistic
appeal to humble materials?
It’s all in the details.
BY TIFFANY JOW

In Richard Sennett’s seminal
2008 book The Craftsman,
the sociologist endorses
Immanuel Kant’s maxim, “the
hand is the window to the
mind.” Handmade objects
are better than machinemade ones, Sennett says, and
the only way people gain true
understanding is through the
act of making things.
In other words: Craft leads
to a more fulfilling life.
What does that mean today,
right now, during the age of

industrial production? One
common answer is that, in
a digital culture of instant,
fleeting gratification, the
desire for tangible materials
inevitably arises. But that’s
an oversimplification. Craft’s
enduring relevance stems
from its capacity to explore
the human experience with
one’s own two hands. It forces
you to slow down, question
traditional techniques; it acts
as a link between the past and
the present. The process of

creating something through
trial and error, using intuition
and expertise, is an imperative
life skill. Craft isn’t merely a
way of making things—it’s a
way of thinking.
To that end, we selected five
objects we felt exemplified
craft’s perennial appeal. Then
we examined each object up
close, focusing on the details,
and interviewed the practitioners behind them. Their
boundless ingenuity expanded
our minds, as great art does.
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MATERIAL MANIPULATION
ON NATURE’S BEAUTY
JEFF ZIMMERMAN, 50
Unique crumpled sculptural vessel, 2015
“When creating this particular piece, I first “Details are very important in my work and
(Silver mirrorized hand-blown glass with bluehad to [accumulate] glass with the unique they contribute to the overall form of each
colored top and applied glass crystals.)
celadon color. The glass is gathered out of a hot piece I make. Although I am experimental with
furnace, then melted and shaped, similar my process, I am technical with my approach.
to swirling honey onto a straw. I then manipu- I am inspired by the raw beauty that can be
late the form by blowing the hot glass into a found in nature and look to organic patterns
bubble sphere. Most glassblowers would stop that are found in the world. Oftentimes it’s the
here, but I overheat the glass until it collapses smallest details that inspire me, like the pattern
and forms organic ripples that deform the found on a leaf or a ripple in the water. I try to
shape. After I create the form, I apply a pol- replicate this natural beauty in glass by using
ished crystal glass and a cold layer of silver on different techniques such as pushing, pulling,
the inside.”
and dripping. My hope is that my work can
encourage people to see what they, and everything around them, are made of.”
WHY GLASS?
PHOTOS: COURTESY JEFF ZIMMERMAN

“I am interested in the transparency and fluidity
of glass as a raw material. I love that glass can be
molten and then frozen in a matter of minutes.
And the process of glassblowing is both very
quick and very slow. This allows me to capture
the fluidity of nature. I always try to express
beauty in the unconventional.”
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HOW HIS PRACTICE EVOLVES
DOVE DRURY HORNBUCKLE, 29
TRADITIONAL CERAMIC-MAKING
“The Burden of Desire,” 2017
(Terra-cotta, stoneware, porcelain, glaze, gold TECHNIQUES
luster, various glaze firing in oxidation, reduc“Ceramics is concerned with fundamental
tion, and wood-fired kiln, industrial foam,
roles of functionality, ritual, and cultural sigcement, mortar, canvas, water-based emulsion
nificance. I am concerned with the aesthetic
paint, and hardware.)
and utilitarian histories of ceramics and how
to counter, dismiss, and ridicule these hierarchies and expectations. I think of these actions
as ‘queering ceramics’—creating objects that
play with impracticality and have an atypical [function] within the domestic realm.”
THE PROCESS FOR MAKING
THIS WORK
“I created it in sequence. The core is made of a
foam block that’s covered in mesh and a concrete-based material; afterward I apply the
mortar and ceramic pieces. I lay the ceramic
pieces out before applying them, so I have an
idea of the composition for each side. I also
cut the ceramic into unique pieces with plyers
to fit into a specific place or to form a more
dynamic shape. To create the paintings, I laid
the canvas on the floor and dripped paint
onto it. After the paint dried, I cut out the
painting where the colors met the raw canvas.
The canvas sits on top of a wheeled dolly to
more easily move the piece. It weighs around
250 pounds.”
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DETAIL
IN HIS PRACTICE

PHOTOS: COURTESY DOVE DRURY HORNBUCKLE.

“I was often in conversation with my instructors [at the Rhode Island School of Design]
about the dimensionality of sculpture and its
role within space—whether that be displayed
on a traditional white pedestal or in context
with other objects. Artists often talk about
strategies of creating art and how to employ
formal principles to the research, development, and presentation of their work. Details
in my work serve as a dimensional framework
to move the viewer around the forms, to hold
the viewer’s attention, and bring about the
subtly in structure and glaze. Many hours of
labor, experimentation, and joy result in curious, unexpected hues and textures.”
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THE JOYS OF WORKING WITH WAX
PETAH COYNE, 65
AN APPRECIATION FOR LOOKING
“Untitled #1394 (Clarice Lispector),” 2013–14
“I use a formulated wax that is patented. You “When I went to Japan with an Asian Cultural
(Specially formulated wax, pigment, silk flower,
could never make these sculptures with a Council grant [in 1992], it gave me an incredsilk/rayon velvet, velvet ribbon, glass vitrine,
normal wax. Recently, I spoke with [the ible six months to wander, read, and research. I
felt, cotton thread, foamcore, cotton batting,
cuator] Douglas Dreishpoon about wax. He realized the older generation in Japan has such
wood, wire, and screws.)
said historically, the significance of wax is its an appreciation for ‘looking.’ They could have
elusiveness. Of course, many painters in the just two blooms in their garden and exclaim,
1950s worked with wax, especially after visiting ‘Isn’t this magnificent?’ So, I too began to
Italy. But sculptors have only really worked look at what they were seeing, or tried to. In
with it as a transition to another medium: They the springtime, hundreds of people would
carve in it to make a bronze [work], but it is lay everywhere in the parks to look up at the
almost never used for wax’s sake alone. I, too, blooms on the gorgeous cherry blossom trees.
did this transitional type of wax sculpture Entire parks would be filled with people quiin high school. The original wax medium to etly looking. That would never happen in New
my eye was gorgeous, but once it was cast in York! They were admiring every detail.
bronze, I was broken-hearted. Later, when I
I wanted to bring that culture back to the
moved to New York, I attempted to figure out United States and make details just as imporhow to make art with wax without destabi- tant. I made my sculptures sensuous, so
lizing it. I tried and failed many times before Americans would also approach them and
finally finding a chemist to make a special consider just a small corner of the world in this
formula to stabilize the wax. With it, I could way. It was only after my return from Japan
create these incredibly intricate surfaces that that I began to use wax in a very serious way. I
would not be affected by extremely high or low know there is a deep connection to Japan and
temperatures. With the proper understructure, my use of wax. Every time I travel to Japan I
I could also make very large wax sculptures. rush back to my studio with the absolute need
Wax is awe inspiring in its translucency—there to make a large [wax] piece. I am mystified by
is just no other surface like it.”
this, but one of my pieces, ‘Mishima’s Spring
Snow,’ is very similar to the falling blossoms in
springtime. And I cannot help but be reminded
of all the people lying on blankets looking up
in wonder and admiration.”
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JEROEN AND JOEP VERHOEVEN, 42
“Cinderella Table,” 2004
(Finnish birch.)

CONNECTING PAST AND PRESENT

logic in how furniture-makers learned to look
at furniture. The Cinderella Table is a study
of 21st-century craftsmanship and, more
importantly, the value of modern craftsmanship. It is hard to mesmerize in an “everything-is-possible” society, but we tried to stop
people in their tracks and [evoke] wonder.”

“Wood is a link to the past. This object was
inspired by 17th- and 18th-century archetypal shapes of tables and commodes we
found in Amsterdam’s Stedelijk Museum
library. These eras were selected because they
are regarded as the highpoint of furniture
craftsmanship. Using multiple two-dimensional drawings, we simplified the furniture’s DETAILS AS A TOOL TO INSPIRE AWE
outlines, then digitally merged them together
“For us, detail is everything. It’s our language
to create a fluid, three-dimensional form. So
to communicate, amaze, and inspire. Poetry
we had a drawing that could only exist in the
in shape and surroundings are almost extinct.”
digital world of 3D—it took the ingredients
from the past to make a drawing that exists
today and could only be turned into production with modern, 21st-century tools.”
CHALLENGING POSSIBILITY

PHOTOS: COURTESY JERON & JOEP VERHOEVEN.

“Ask any furniture maker who works with
wood, and they will tell you [this table is]
impossible to make by hand. It twists the
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CLAUDY JONGSTRA, 55
SUPER SHEEP MAKE WONDER WOOL
“Drenthe Heath” for Maharam, 2018
“The Drenthe Heath wool originates
(Drenthe Heath wool, Mulberry silk, Wensleyfrom our local flock of about 250 Drenthe
dale wool, merino wool, and silk chiffon.)
Heath sheep. It is a light, clean breed that
was used primarily for landscape management and rarely for its meat or wool.
The sheep are sheared once a year and
deliver beautiful long-fibered, shaggy wool.
The environment and caretaking play a
grand role in the quality of the sheeps’ wellbeing and wool, as these sheep are prone
to stress; keeping them calm and feeding
them nutritious hay (fortified by specific
types of herbs), as well as erasing antibiotics
from their diet, is key to a healthy flock and
high-quality wool. The silk in this piece is
hand-dyed in two different colors: The soft
pink, tinted by walnut shells and the roots
of the madder plant, and the subtle yet rich
blue, dyed with the leaves of the European
and Japanese indigo. After the piece has been
composed, the fibers intertwine to become
felt through a process that involves friction,
water, and a bit of natural soap.”

houses of mankind were made from wool,
and it has always symbolized protection for
me. I think of [the artist] Joseph Beuys, who
owes his life to wool, when, during World
War II, he was left injured and protected himself in wool animal fat. For me, combining
wool and vegetal-dye pigments symbolizes
shelter to guard biodiversity, and keeps on
being the inspirational foundation of all of
my works.”
ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
THIS PARTICULAR PELT
“What thrilled me with this project is the [ability] to spread our story of biodiversity to a
larger audience. By creating a more accessible
product, such as this pelt, I can share my ideas
on a respectful material culture and extend
my own botanical dye garden to other farmers. That is the moment when biodiversity
is actively stimulated: When farmers see the
growing of rich botanical beds an alternative
to monoculture and when this monocultural
rural landscape starts to change.”

THE BEAUTY OF HER MEDIUM
“Wool-felt is the oldest material in the world.
It’s an incredible fiber with unique qualities.
Wool regulates temperature—not just in the
form of clothes but also in inner climates—as
well as humidity. The fibers neutralize bacteria and, when applied in architecture, soften
the acoustics of a space. The first shelters and
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